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On October 8, 2022, the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) was requested to
investigate an Officer-Involved Critical Incident (OICI) that occurred at 6463 Tara Brooke Court,
Hamilton, Ohio, which resulted in the death of Stephaun Jones. BCI Special Agents (SA) Lauren
Frazier and Doug Eveslage interviewed Officer Adam Green (Off. Green) with the Fairfield
Township Police Department about his involvement with the OICI.

The details below summarize the pertinent portions of the recorded interview. Please refer to
the audio recording for additional information.

The interview with Off. Green (Badge #673) began at 2344 hours at the Fairfield Township
Police Department located at 6485 Vonnie Vale Court, Hamilton, Ohio.

Off. Green has been a Police Officer at Fairfield Township Police Department for approximately
1 1/2 years and previously served 4 years as a Corrections Officer with Butler County Sheriff's
Department.

Off. Green stated that dispatch broadcasted a felonious assault occurred in the City of Hamilton
and the subject vehicle fled the scene. The subject was headed towards Morris Road before the
vehicle stopped/crashed at 6332 Morris Road, Hamilton, Ohio. The subject then fled towards
a pole barn near the back of the property. Off. Green said that additional officers arrived,
including Fairfield Township Officer Reed (Badge #679) and Officer Bartlett (Badge #678). Off.
Green heard via radio that the subject had a gun and an officer had deployed a taser.

Off. Green stated that he arrived at the Morris Road address, where he got out of his vehicle
armed with his rifle. Off. Green now heard via radio that the subject had shot and killed
someone in the City of Hamilton and was a homicide suspect.
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Off. Green said that himself, Deputy Singleton, and three additional county deputies cleared
the pole barn and attempted to locate the subject. Shortly after, a West Chester officer and K9
arrived to assist with tracking the subject and a drone was deployed. Off. Green stated that
they were told that the subject had a gunshot wound, so they attempted to track the subject
who was possibly losing blood.

Off. Green described that he heard approximately 3-4 gunshots coming from the right of his
location (south). Shortly after, he heard an officer say via radio, "shots fired, suspect down."

Several officers began sprinting from their location to Tara Brooke Court, where the shots
had been fired. Once Off. Green arrived, he stated that he observed the subject handcuffed
behind his back. Deputy Duane Monroe and Off. Green rendered aid to the subject. Off. Green
described that the subject's breathing was faint and they moved the subject on to his back
and began applying bandages and packing the wounds with gauze. Off. Green said that Deputy
Henson began giving CPR and alternated administering CPR.

Off. Green stated that he observed at least 2 bullet wounds. He said there was a wound on the
subject's arm and several marks on his back. Off. Green said his main focus was a gunshot
wound on the subject's bottom left torso area.

Off. Green said that medics arrived on scene and he believed the subject was still alive at this
time. Off. Green stated he took the handcuffs off of the subject at the request of medics. Off.
Green described that he slipped his gloves off and flipped them over the handcuffs due to the
amount of blood, which he then placed on the ground in the immediate area.

Off. Green described that he was told where the subject's gun was by several officers and later
observed the gun lying on the ground near a black vehicle. Off. Green could not recall the
position of the gun, but believed that it may have been "made safe." However, he stated that he
did not see anyone touch the firearm.

Off. Green said that during this incident, officers were communicating via the main radio
channel (Zulu) before switching to Law 5. Off. Green stated that he was wearing a body camera
at the time of the incident but his battery was low and he is unsure if the entire incident was
recorded.

The interview concluded at 1155 hours. A copy of the audio recording is attached to this
incident.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: 2022-10-08 / Officer Adam Green Audio Interview
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Exhibit 1

Included as a separate file.
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